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Introduction 
 
The publication of the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders, ver. IV (DSM-IV) 
in 1994, made it feasible to acknowledge cancer 
as a possible traumatic stressor that might induce 
PTSD (1). According to the DSM-IV, PTSD is a 
psychiatric disorder that may occur when an in-
dividual experiences, or witnesses, or encounters 

some traumatic events such as threatened death, 
serious injury, and anything that puts a person’s 
life under threat. Stress symptoms of PTSD in-
clude re-experiencing the trauma, avoiding trau-
ma reminders, numbness, and hyper-arousal.  
Interestingly, women suffer PTSD more than 
men, and this may be due to gender differences 
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Background: Prevalence estimates of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) among breast cancer pa-
tients varied widely in existing studies. This study aimed to provide an overall prevalence estimate of 
PTSD among breast cancer patients, and the prevalence estimates related to specific PTSD diagnosis 
tools.  
Methods: Systematic search of relevant articles was made from seven databases. Freeman-Tukey Dou-
ble Arcsine Transformation was used to estimate the overall prevalence of PTSD. Sub-group and meta-
regression analyses were used to investigate the between-study sources of heterogeneity. Publication 
bias was examined using Egger’s funnel plot and Begg test.  
Results: The pooled prevalence of PTSD among breast cancer patients was [9.6%, 95% confidence in-
tervals (95%CI)=7.9-11.5%]. Studies that used Clinician Administered PTSD Scale-Form (CAPS) 
method alone yielded much higher prevalence (19.0%, 95%CI=13.1-25.5%, n=5) than three or fourth 
edition Structured Clinical Interview for Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (SCID) method alone (3.0%, 
95%CI= 2.2-3.9%, n=11). Prevalence estimates for studies that used the methods: PTSD Checklist—
Civilian Version (PCL-C) cut-off, PCL-C cluster, and Impact of Event Scale (IES) cut-off were (7.0%, 
95%CI= 3.9-10.8%, n=10), (11.5%, 95%CI= 8.6-15.6%, n=11) and (15.1%, 95%CI= 12.3-18.2%, 
n=4), respectively. Heterogeneity between-study was substantial (I2=44.9–92.3%).  
Conclusion: About 9.6% of the breast cancer patients would develop the PTSD symptoms. Those who 
were younger, non-Caucasian and recently completed treatment would be at a greater risk of developing 
PTSD.  
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in the role of social life or level of resistance, and 
neurobiological response to the trauma (2). Fe-
males are the most affected by breast cancer in 
the world. The global breast cancer cases in 1980 
were 641000, which increased to 1643000 in 
2010, and the annual increase rate of breast can-
cer in the world was about 3.1% (3). Many breast 
cancer patients might experience psychological 
problems, for example, anxiety, depressive disor-
ders and PTSD (4, 5). The prevalence of PTSD 
among patients with breast cancer varied widely 
between literature, with estimates ranging from 
0% (6) to 32.3% (7). This kind of variation could 
be attributed to age at the diagnosis (8-11), edu-
cation (12), social economic status (8), race (13), 
cancer stage (9) and time since treatment (14). In 
addition, the different reported prevalence of 
PTSD among breast cancer patients could par-
tially be ascribed to the diversity of diagnostic 
instruments and study populations (15). Although 
a previous meta-analysis estimated pooled preva-
lence of PTSD diagnosed by the SCID (16) and 
the PCL-C (17) among breast cancer patients, no 
comparison was ―performed between interview 
methods, or between screening questionnaire 
methods, because only the PCL-C and the SCID 
were used more than once‖ (15).  
Knowing the burden and probable predictors of 
PTSD, this study, therefore, we conducted a 
comprehensive research to include more studies 
that used a variety of diagnosis tools as possible. 
Firstly, data from eligible studies were combined 
to obtain a pooled estimate of prevalence of 
PTSD among breast cancer patients, and then the 
effects of some variables on the prevalence esti-
mate variation were examined. Finally, the possi-
ble predictors of PTSD induced by breast cancer 
were explored.  
 

Methods  
 

Data collection 
The seven Databases: PubMed, Web of Science, 
Embase, Chinese National Knowledge Infra-
structure (CNKI), Chinese Biomedicine (CBM), 
Wanfang and Weipu were searched for all rele-
vant articles on PTSD and breast cancer. The 

following search terms were used, without re-
striction to language and gender, to conduct a 
comprehensive search of articles on PTSD and 
breast cancer: (―neoplasms‖ or ―cancer‖ or ―tu-
mor‖ or ―carcinoma‖) and (―Stress Disorders, 
Post-Traumatic‖ or ―PTSD‖). Search for articles 
in the seven databases was restricted to articles 
published within the period from the initial state 
of the databases to Jan 22, 2015. Efforts were 
made to retrieve the references of all relevant 
publications in order to obtain all eligible studies 
as possible. 
 
Literature screening 
Studies were considered eligible to following re-
quirements: 1) they used cross-sectional, case-
control or longitudinal/prospective methods; 2) 
subjects under investigation were breast cancer 
patients who had no history of other cancer be-
fore her/his breast cancer diagnosis; 3) diagnosis 
instrument for PTSD in details; 4) availability of 
raw data on PTSD prevalence or calculated that; 
5) the language limited to English or Chinese. 
The exclusion criteria included: 1) only reported 
the lifetime PTSD prevalence; 2) duplicated pub-
lication, or repeated information from similar 
studies; 3) conference abstract, review, and edito-
rial or commentary. 
 
Data extraction  
Two authors independently extracted data. In-
formation retrieved from eligible articles included 
the first author, publication year, research coun-
try, study design, sample size, Caucasian (%), di-
agnosis assessment, patient’s mean age, PTSD 
prevalence, measurement point, tumor staging 
and quality score of literature. Some studies re-
ported the mean time since post diagnosing 
and/or post treatment by varied units (such as 
d/wk rather than months). In such cases, d/wk 
was changed into months with an understanding 
that 30 d equal to one month. 
 
Quality assessment 
The assessment criteria for prevalence studies 
(18), were used for evaluating the methodology 
and quality of the available studies. Two study 
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investigators completed the assessments inde-
pendently. This type of quality literature evalua-
tive instrument grades studies into eight method-
ological criteria. The total quality score ranges 
from zero to 8, with a higher score indicating 
higher study quality. 
 
Statistical analysis 
Freeman-Tukey Double Arcsine Transformation 
was used to estimate a pooled prevalence of 
PTSD among all patients diagnosed with breast 
cancer at 95% CI. Heterogeneity between study-
specific estimates was assessed using inconsisten-
cy index (I2 statistic; low: I2<25%; moderate: 
25%–50%; high: I2 >50%) (19). Fixed-effects 
model was considered for I2 ≤50%, while for I2 

>50% existing substantial heterogeneity was con-
sidered and the random-effects model was then 
used instead of the fixed-effects model. Once 
heterogeneity was established, sub-group and me-
ta-regression analyses were performed to investi-
gate further between-study sources of heteroge-
neity. Sensitivity analysis was carried out to check 
the effect of every study on the summary preva-
lence estimate by removing low quality score 
studies and then pooling the remaining studies. 
Begg test and Egger funnel plot were used to ex-
amine the publication bias (20, 21). All analyses 
were performed using R 3.1.2 software metaprop 
and metafor packages and SPSS 21.0 (Chicago, 
IL, USA). For all tests, P< 0.1 was considered 
statistically significant. 
 

Results 
 
Brief description of study selection 
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Re-
views and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA), 2396 stud-
ies were identified by seven electronic databases 
search and 1 through other source. Totally, 1732 
articles were left for screening after 665 articles, 
which duplicated records, were removed. After 
screening, 1676 articles were then excluded be-
cause they were irrelevant to our study. The re-
maining 56 articles were thoroughly read to de-
termine their eligibility for the study. Twenty-two 

articles were not eligible and thus, were excluded 
from the study. These articles were not eligible 
because two of them had the same information 
as the eligible articles, and the study population 
for the other two articles overlapped with some 
already eligible articles. Moreover, 10 of the arti-
cles did not measure the point prevalence of 
PTSD, and 2 just measured the lifetime preva-
lence of PTSD. In addition, 4 articles included 
some subjects, who were not breast cancer pa-
tients, in their study population. Finally, 1 article 
did not study the PTSD while the other article 
did not provide detailed information about the 
PTSD diagnosis instrument. After this screening 
process, 34 observational studies were eligible for 
this quantitative analysis (6-14, 22-46).  
 

Characteristics and quality of included stud-
ies 
The baseline characteristics of patients in the 
studies are shown in Table 1. All the subjects 
were female patients with mean age ranging from 
43.3 to 65 yr. The average measure time of PTSD 
in breast cancer patients ranged from 0.1 to 216 
months for post treatment and 0.5 to 60 months 
for post diagnosis. Noteworthy, is that the eligi-
ble studies included all cancer staging patients (0- 
IV and recurrence). 
With respect to Loney’s (18) criteria for quality 
assessment of observational studies, 1 study was 
graded 7 points; 11 studies, 6 points each; 16 
studies, 5 points each; and 6 studies, 4 points 
each. The main limitations were, generally, lim-
ited sample sizes, and absence of the 95%CI for 
the prevalence of PTSD. Therefore, biases in the 
outcome measurement would exist to some de-
gree. 
 

Prevalence of PTSD 
The prevalence of PTSD among breast cancer 
patients in the 34 eligible studies ranged from 0% 
to 32.3% (Fig. 1). The pooled analysis result gave 
an overall PTSD prevalence of 9.6% 
(95%CI=7.9–11.5%). The heterogeneous signifi-
cance between all eligible studies was (I2=91.1%, 
P<0.001). Hence, the results reported by the ran-
dom-effects model.  
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Fig. 1: Forest plot showing the pooled prevalence of PTSD among breast cancer patients 

 
Studies with clinical interview method yielded 
statistically significant lower estimate of preva-
lence (5.6%, 95%CI=3.3 - 8.4%, n=16) when 
compared with the questionnaire method (11.4%, 
95%CI= 9.6 - 13.3%, n=18). These results were 
significant with Z=-2.702, P=0.007. The ob-
served heterogeneity between these studies was 
77.1%, and 88.3%, respectively. Moreover, the 
prevalence estimate of PTSD among studies with 
questionnaire cut-off method (10.9%, 95%CI= 
8.8 - 13.2%, n=16) was marginally lower than the 

prevalence estimate of PTSD among studies with 
questionnaire cluster method (12.6%, 95%CI= 
9.1 - 16.4%, n=13). However, this difference was 
not statistically significant (Z=-0.222, P=0.824). 
Furthermore, the observed heterogeneity be-
tween studies with questionnaire cut-off method 
was 90.2% while that between studies with ques-
tionnaire cluster method was 79.8%. 
Studies with CAPS method alone yielded much 
higher prevalence (19.0%, 95%CI=13.1–25.5%, 
n=5) than SCID method alone (3.0%, 95%CI= 
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2.2–3.9%, n=11). These results were significant 
(Z= -2.912, P=0.004). The prevalence estimates 
of the studies that used PCL-C cut-off method, 
PCL-C cluster method and IES cut-off method 
were (7.0%, 95%CI= 3.9 - 10.8%, n=10), (11.5%, 
95%CI= 8.6–15.6%, n=11) and (15.1%, 95%CI= 
12.3 - 18.2%, n=4), respectively. These preva-
lence estimates were also statistically significant 
(H=7.319, P=0.026). The observed heterogeneity 
between-study ranged from I2=44.9% to I2= 
92.3%. 
 
Meta-regression analysis 
Meta-regression analyses were conducted to in-
vestigate the heterogeneity among included stud-
ies. The variables, mean age, publication year, 
mean time post treatment, Caucasian (%) and 
mean time post diagnosis were entered into the 
meta-regression model to test their contribution 
to the heterogeneity between-study when using 
different PTSD assessment methods. The indi-
vidually test, performed for each PTSD assess-
ment method, indicated that, publication year was 
not significant for the pooled prevalence when 
using clinical interview method, SCID, or PCL-C, 
but was significant when using questionnaire 
method. Heterogeneity within studies was signifi-
cantly reduced by considering more recent publi-
cations (R2=8.99%, P=0.064). Mean age was sig-
nificantly associated with the pooled prevalence 
when using PCL-C. Heterogeneity between litera-
ture was greatly decreased by more measure-
ments of older age (R2=16.21%, P=0.034). The 
contribution of Caucasian (%) to heterogeneity 
was meaningful when using the questionnaire 
method to estimate the prevalence of PTSD. 
However, heterogeneity between literature was 
greatly decreased by higher proportions of Cau-
casian individuals (R2=37.33%, P=0.004). In ad-
dition, the contribution to heterogeneity of mean 
time since post treatment was meaningful when 
using the questionnaire method to measure the 
prevalence of PTSD. Nevertheless, heterogeneity 
within studies was significantly reduced when 
mean time since post treatment increased 
(R2=12.63%, P=0.096).  

A final composite model comprised four varia-
bles (publication year, Caucasian (%), mean age 
and mean time post treatment). A significance 
level of P=0.096 resulted in a 65.27% reduction 
in heterogeneity when using questionnaire meth-
od. However, when using PCL-C with those four 
variables, the reduction in heterogeneity was not 
statistically significant. 
 
Sensitivity analysis  
The excluded studies were graded 4 points each, 
with pooled breast cancer PTSD prevalence of 
9.2% (95%CI=7.4 -11.3%, n=28), which is slight-
ly lower than 9.6% pooled prevalence determined 
from the eligible studies. The small difference 
between the two-pooled prevalence indicates that 
the results of this study were credible. 
 
Publication bias 
The Egger’s funnel plot showed that the effect 
level of eligible studies was basically symmetrical 
and the Begg test obtained a P-value, P=0.504. 
Therefore, the publication bias was not obvious 
in this study. 
 

Discussion 
 
This is the first meta-analysis to observe pooled 
prevalence of breast cancer induced PTSD. The 
pooled prevalence of PTSD induced by breast 
cancer was 9.6%. Thus, the estimated overall 
magnitude of the occurrence of PTSD among 
breast cancer patients is not negligible. Although, 
there was significant heterogeneity among eligible 
studies, the outcomes of this study could reflect 
the significance of the overall and instrument-
specific prevalence of PTSD among breast cancer 
patients.  
As observed from the eligible studies, the varia-
tion of estimated prevalence of PTSD among 
breast cancer patients ranged from 0% (6) to 
32.3% (7). This variation could be partly ex-
plained by the use of different PTSD assessment 
methods. For instance, self-report instrument 
presented a higher prevalence (11.4%) of PTSD 
than clinical interview method (5.6%). This was 
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the case, probably, because the clinical interview 
is a kind of clinician administered evaluation 
method, often used to diagnose the disorder by 
trained and experienced clinicians, whereas self-
report instrument mainly measures the severity 
and frequency of symptoms and may often be 
used by non-specialists. The accuracy of both 
instruments varies with respect to their sensitivity 
and specificity when matched with DSM diagnos-
tic criteria. For example, the PCL-C (17) consists 
of 17 items in accordance with DSM-IV symp-
toms of PTSD, and it was the most common 
screening method used by the eligible studies. 
However, because this instrument has no single 
validated cut-off value, different studies could use 
different cut-off scores such as 50 (8) and 44 
(31). Thus, the assessments used in the eligible 
studies perhaps overestimated the prevalence of 
PTSD. Moreover, the self-report measure meth-
od might be susceptible to reporting bias. For 
example, some patients perhaps showed more 
distress for seeking social support than others, 
and this could possibly distort the outcomes.  
Interestingly, the pooled prevalence of PTSD 
among breast cancer patients was statistically dif-
ferent between the sub-group of SCID clinical 
assessment (3.0%, I2=44.9%) and the subgroup 
of CAPS (47) clinical assessment (19.0%, 
I2=48.1%). This was probably due to the differ-
ent measurement instruments and the fact that 
SCID was more popularly used than CAPS. For 
example, 11 eligible articles had 1815 subjects 
assessed using the SCID-DSM- IV and only 5 
had 167 subjects assessed using the CAPS. One 
eligible study did interviews using CAPS ―in 
equipment laden medical facilities and offices, 
and this might have produced some elevations in 
PTSD scores‖ (7).  
Results for self-reported questionnaire evaluation 
methods were also interesting. The prevalence 
estimate of PTSD for IES (48) cut-off method 
was 15.1%. This was much higher than the 
prevalence estimate of PTSD for PCL-C cut-off 
method, which was 7%, and slightly higher than 
PTSD for PCL-C cluster method that was 11.5%. 
This difference could, partially, be attributed to 
the varied clinical cut-off levels for IES, which 

ranged from 20 (24) to 35 (12). This wide scoring 
range perhaps resulted in more false positive for 
PTSD. Besides, this imparity could be attributed 
to the fact that IES does not cover the partici-
pant’s beliefs or feelings to the stressful events, 
and comparing to access the symptoms of PTSD, 
it could be more useful to measure adjustment 
problems and diffuse emotional distress (30, 36). 
Ethnicity was a meaningful predictive factor of 
prevalence estimate on the questionnaire method. 
The prevalence estimate of PTSD reduced along 
with the proportions of Caucasian individuals in 
the sample increased. This observation might 
propose that non-Caucasian breast cancer pa-
tients were more likely to be diagnosed with 
PTSD than Caucasians. Asians and Blacks were 
more susceptible to breast cancer induced PTSD 
than Caucasians (13).  
Being of younger age was related to the appear-
ance and severity of PTSD among breast cancer 
patients (8, 22, 28, 30, 44, 49, 50). Results of our 
study suggest the similar outcomes when using 
PCL-C to assess the estimated prevalence. This 
was probably because the PTSD symptoms had a 
great impact on their lifestyle, careers and fertility 
issues. They could be more unwilling to accept 
the fact of breast cancer diagnosis than older. 
Publication year was another meaningful predic-
tive factor of PTSD prevalence for the question-
naire method, that recent studies revealed higher 
estimates of PTSD. This was probably because 
more recent publications were done in the era 
where women are required to take on more social 
and domestic responsibilities with the increasing 
competition and role switching in the current so-
ciety, and they needed to endure more pressure 
than before.  
Prevalence decreased with the increase in mean 
time post treatment for the questionnaire meth-
od. Specifically, the prevalence of PTSD de-
creased with increase in mean time post treat-
ment. However, it is always advisable to be cau-
tious when interpreting the outcomes because 
there is a tendency of researchers to consider the 
two indices, post diagnosis or post treatment, as 
sources of trauma, which could induce PTSD, 
although no agreement, had been reached to con-
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sider these two indices as traumatic events that 
could induce PTSD. Researchers adopted at least 
one of the two indices, as the assessment time of 
PTSD among breast cancer patients. However, 
these moderators could not combine these two 
indices which resulted in low statistical power 
(15).  
Compared to previous meta-analysis (15), this 
study obtained slightly lower estimated preva-
lence of PTSD among breast cancer patients 
when using clinical interview method (5.8% ver-
sus 5.6%), and lower with SCID (4.1% vs 3.0%). 
Also, a relatively higher estimated prevalence of 
PTSD among breast cancer patients was obtained 
when using questionnaire cut-off method (10.9% 
vs 6.4%) or questionnaire cluster method (12.6% 
vs 12.1%), and PCL-C cut-off method (7.0% vs 
6.4%) or PCL-C cluster method (11.5% vs 
11.2%). In contrast to the previous meta-analysis, 
the outcomes of this study provided the estimat-
ed prevalence specific to CAPS and IES, and it is 
suggested that publication year, mean age, the 
percentages of Caucasian and mean time post-
treatment had effects on the heterogeneity be-
tween-study.  
According to the global data, the total number of 
breast cancer cases in 2010 were 1643000 and the 
deaths resulting from breast cancer in 2010 were 
425000 (3). Thus, there have been a considerable 
number of breast cancer patients at the risk of 
developing PTSD. Estimation of the prevalence 
of PTSD among breast cancer patients is the first 
step toward understanding the burden of this dis-
ease and the premise of clinical intervention and 
support. A higher prevalence of PTSD among 
breast cancer patients was related to the lower 
quality of life (38, 46), and would lead to lower 
compliance of breast cancer treatment (13). In-
creasing evidences have suggested that ―individu-
als with PTSD have altered immune activity, in-
cluding lower levels of natural killer cell activity 
and higher levels of circulating inflammatory 
markers‖ (29, 51). The compromised immune 
system related to PTSD may lead to cancer pro-
gression and shorten length of survival (13). 
Therefore, from the clinical standpoint, it is very 
important for clinicians to first evaluate the psy-

chiatric status in women with breast cancer, and 
then provide psycho-physiologic support and 
clinical intervention (25, 29). Besides, accumulat-
ed evidence confirmed that psycho-educational 
support (such as health lecture) and intensive life-
style change (taking some movement and media-
tion) could decrease the PTSD symptoms and 
increase quality of life and adjustment styles 
among breast cancer patients developed PTSD 
(31).  
There were a number of limitations in this study 
emphasized and explained. Firstly, the assessment 
time since diagnosis or treatment of breast cancer 
had a substantial effect on the development of 
PTSD. However, the mean time for the meas-
urement of PTSD observed in the reviewed arti-
cles for this study varied with wide margins, so it 
was difficult to combine these two indices. Fu-
ture researchers are urged to report the specific 
time of the diagnosis or treatment of breast can-
cer when measuring the prevalence of PTSD and 
try to uniform these indices.  
Secondly, advanced or recurrent cancer patients 
suffer more symptoms than early-stage cancer 
patients do (14, 23, 27, 37, 45). Although, most 
of our reviewed studies had covered almost all 
kinds of breast cancer stages, detailed infor-
mation about staging was not available. There-
fore, it was not possible to analyze the impact of 
cancer-stage on the prevalence of PTSD.  
Finally, all the eligible studies for this meta-

analysis used or accorded with DSM-Ⅲ -R or 

DSM-IV criteria, but not with DSM-5 (52). The 
DSM-5 argues that a life-threatening illness is no 
longer described as a traumatic event. Given this 
reason, future researchers should be cautious in 
diagnosing cancer related PTSD (CR-PTSD). 
More investigations are necessary to find out 
whether the breast cancer could be seen as a sin-
gle traumatic event rather than an ongoing dis-
tressing experience. 
 

Conclusion 
 

About 9.6% of the breast cancer patients would 
develop the PTSD symptoms. The estimated 
prevalence specific to diagnosis tools varied. 
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Those who are younger, non-Caucasian and lately 
finished treatment would be at more risk of de-
veloping PTSD. In order to promote these indi-
viduals’ recovery from PTSD, the government 
should provide financial and mental health re-
sources to support it. 
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Table 1: Characteristics and information of included studies on the prevalence of PTSD among breast cancer patients 
 

1st author, 
year 

Location Caucasian 
(%) 

Design N Mean age 
(yr) 

Measurement 
point (months) 

Diagnosis assessment Staging PTSD prevalence (%) Score 

Post-D Post-T Questionnaire Clinical 
interview 

 cut-
off 

Cluster Current 

Cordova, 1995 USA 82.3 cross-
sectional 

55 55.5  30.5 PCL-C NO Ⅰ-ⅢA 5.5 10.9  5 

Jacobsen, 1998 USA 98 cross-
sectional 

43 44.4  19.4 PCL-C NO Ⅱ-Ⅳ 12 19  5 

Andrykowski, 1998 USA 95 cross-
sectional 

82 56.6  37 PCL-C SCID Ⅰ-ⅢA 5 6 6 6 

Green, 1998 USA 66 cross-
sectional 

160 53.4  6.5 IES SCID Ⅰ-Ⅱ   2.5 6 

Tjemsland, 1998 Norway * longitudinal 106 50  T1=1.4 IES +GHQ NO Ⅰ-Ⅱ 12   4 

       T2=13.3 IES +GHQ NO  14    
Cordova, 2000 USA 95.1 cross-

sectional 
142 56.4  35.6 PCL-C NO 0 -Ⅳ 8.5 12.7  5 

Andrykowski, 2000 USA 95.7 longitudinal 46 56.4  T1=29.8 PCL-C NO 0-ⅢA 4.3   5 

       T2=41.8    6.5    
Naidich, 2000 USA * cross-

sectional 
31 54.77  15.96 IES CAPS-1 Ⅰ-Ⅲ

+unknown 
  32.3 6 

Mundy, 2000 USA 100 cross-
sectional 

37 G1=43.3 37.5 10.4 NO SCID Ⅱ-Ⅳ   0 6 

     G2=50.2 54.7 43.3 NO SCID Ⅰ-Ⅳ   0  

Pitman, 2001 USA * cross-
sectional 

50 * 20.5  NO CAPS Ⅰ-Ⅲ   14 6 

    37 * 20.5  PCL-C NO Ⅰ-Ⅲ  2.7   

Amir, 2002 Israel * cross-
sectional 

39 50.4  78 PTSD scale NO Ⅰ-Ⅲ   18 4 

Boyer, 2002 USA 73.7 cross-
sectional 

133 65 37.2  PTSD -RI NO 0-Ⅳ  21.1  4 

Koopman, 2002 USA 88.8 longitudi-
nal 

117 50.2  T1=1-12 IES NO Ⅰ-Ⅲ 5.1   4 

       T2=13-24    8.5    
Kornblith, 2003 USA 91 cross-

sectional 
153 65  216 PCL-C NO Ⅰ-Ⅱ  4.6  5 

Luecken, 2004 USA 98 cross-
sectional 

71 53 1-6  NO SCID 0-Ⅲ   3 6 

Palmer, 2004 USA 80 cross-
sectional 

115 55.6 12-60  IES SCID Ⅰ-Ⅳ   4 6 

Okamura 2005 Japan 0 cross-
sectional 

50 53 1-6   SCID re-
curence 

  2 5 

Levine, 2005 USA 77.9 cross-
sectional 

181 50.7 18  PCL-C NO Ⅰ-Ⅳ
+unknown 

17.1 26  5 

           14.4 
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Shelby, 2005 USA 93 cross-
sectional 

148 50.5 18 6 PCL-C NO Ⅱ-Ⅲ 2 6.8  5 

Matsuoka, 2005 Japan 0 cross-
sectional 

155 46.8  9.16 NO SCID Ⅰ-Ⅲ
+unknown 

  3.9 6 

Hegel, 2006 USA 96 cross-
sectional 

236 57.4 ≥1  PC-PTSD NO Ⅰ-Ⅲ 10   4 

Mehnert, 2007 Germany * longitudinal 108 54.9 0.5 0.1 IES-R SCID 0-Ⅳ 18.5  2.4 6 

    98 * 6.5 6.1 IES-R NO 0-Ⅳ 16.3    

    98 * 6.5 6.1 PCL-C NO  11.2 16.3   

Cordova, 2007 USA 86 cross-
sectional 

65 52.3 9.4  PCL-C NO Ⅰ-Ⅲ 11 17  5 

Morrill, 2008 USA 85 cross-
sectional 

161 59 48  PCL-C NO Ⅰ-Ⅱ 1.9   5 

Shelby, 2008 USA 95 prospective 74 51  ≥6 PCL-C SCID Ⅱ-Ⅲ   16.2 6 

Mehnert, 2008 Germany * cross-
sectional 

1083 61.8 46.5  PCL-C NO Ⅰ-Ⅳ
+unknown 

 12.1  5 

Gandubert, 2009 France * Case-
control 

144 53  21 NO Watson’s PTSD 
Inventory 

Ⅰ-Ⅲ   4.9 6 

Elklit, 2011 Denmark 100 longitudi-
nal 

81 * T1=1.4  HTQ NO * 7   4 

    64 56.3 T2=13  HTQ NO * 13    

O'Connor, 2011 Denmark * longitudinal 3318 *  T1=3 IES NO Ⅰ-Ⅲ 20.1   5 

    2912 *  T1=15 IES NO Ⅰ-Ⅲ 14.3    

Liu bing, 2011 China 0 cross-
sectional 

21 * ≥1  NO CAPS *   9.5 5 

Yan lifu, 2011 China 0 cross-
sectional 

21 * ≥1  NO CAPS *   9.5 5 

Pan wen, 2013 China 0 cross-
sectional 

44 * ≥1  NO CAPS *   27.3 5 

Vin-Raviv, 2013 USA 68.8 longitudinal 1139 * 2-3  IES NO Ⅰ-Ⅲ 23    

  69.3  1109 * 4  IES NO Ⅰ-Ⅲ 16.5   5 

  70.3  1076 * 6  IES NO Ⅰ-Ⅲ 12.6    

Kwakkenbos, 2014 Canada 72.3 longitudinal 437 54.2  T1=2.18 NO SCID *   3 7 
    363 54.2  T2=5.18 NO SCID    2.5  

Note: post-D=post diagnosis; post-T=post treatment; T1, T2=time point 1,2; G1,G2=group1,2; GHQ=General Health Questionnaire; PTSD-RI =PTSD Reaction 
Index; HTQ = Harvard Trauma Questionnaire. 

 


